CULTURE INFORMATION FOR
Calibrachoa
PROPAGATION
Rooting Hormone:
Time Under Mist:
Propagation Time:
Pinch in Liner:

Yes
6-8 days
3-4 weeks
Yes

FINISHING
pH/EC:
Growing Temps:
Fertilizer:
Light Levels:
Quarts:
Gallons:
Baskets:

5.5-5.8/1.2-1.6
65-72ºF/55-65ºF
200-250 ppm
High
5-6 weeks | 1 ppp
5-7 weeks | 2 ppp
10-12 weeks | 3 ppp

ADDITIONAL TIPS
Preventative fungicides
are recommended
at transplant. Keep
plants at a healthy pH
with good sanitation
practices to avoid
common diseases
around calibrachoa
(pythium, phytopthora
and thielaviopsis). Cold
growing temperature is
the best natural growth
regulator.

CULTURE INFORMATION FOR
Petunia

PROPAGATION
Rooting Hormone:
Time Under Mist:
Propagation Time:
Pinch in Liner:

No
6-9 days
3-4 weeks
No

FINISHING
pH/EC:
Growing Temps:
Fertilizer:
Light Levels:
Quarts:
Gallons:
Baskets:

5.5-5.8/1.4-2.0
65-72ºF/55-65ºF
250+ ppm
HIgh
4-6 weeks | 1 ppp
5-7 weeks | 1 ppp
10-12 weeks | 3 ppp
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NO Export to the USA of these Canadian only products - GMO

Celebration Double CALIBRACHOA HYBRID

Double the love with these frilly, fully double calibrachoas.
These varieties make stunning baskets at retail with their
semi-trailing habit and excellent branching. Plants are early to
flower, so retailers can take advantage of an early selling window.
Ideal for quarts, gallons, baskets and combination containers.

Chameleon

®

CALIBRACHOA HYBRID

Chameleon marks an industry-first for Calibrachoa breeding.
The plants continually change throughout the season, reacting
to light levels, daylength and other seasonal factors. Chameleon
provides consumers a unique blend of colors on a single plant.
These vigorous varieties have outstanding garden performance
and season-long durability. Chameleon works great as upscale
monoculture basket items, window boxes or blended with other
items in mixed containers.

Big Deal PETUNIA HYBRID

Hells PETUNIA HYBRID

Our most durable, landscape-grade petunias, Big Deal varieties
are bred to flower earlier, grow taller, spread wider, and are more
vigorous than other plants in our collections. Combining these
vivacious, bicolor blooms with massive plant habits, these plants
are sure to be noticed in gardens everywhere.

The unique neon colors and superb habits of the Hells series
have created a tremendous amount of interest from growers and
gardeners. With a vigorous, horizontal branching habit, these
plants fill up baskets fast. And as for color, we can’t say enough!
The blooms are the brightest we’ve ever seen and completely
cover every bit of the plants from side to side.

BIG DEAL Salmon Shimmer

HELLS Fruit Punch

CHAMELEON® Double Pink Yellow

CELEBRATION DOUBLE Blue

CELEBRATION DOUBLE Dark Red

Crazytunia PETUNIA HYBRID

Consumers are welcoming the new additions to our core petunia
collections with open arms and freshly prepped flowerbeds.
While some of our sheer and shimmery classic shades are still
bestsellers, there is an overwhelming demand to provide an
even broader range of unique colors and patterns to create
custom combinations. Our Crazytunia series range in displays
from stonewash to starburst. There are neon brights, velvety
blacks, pulsating duo-tones and bold confetti flashes.

HELLS Glow

Perfectunia PETUNIA HYBRID

The Perfectunia series is the perfect petunia for growers and
retailers. It has been bred for fast and early production with
perfect uniformity across all colors. Tight mounds of color look
fantastic on the retail shelf and plants will perform perfectly for
consumers in containers, window boxes and gardens alike.

NO Export to the USA of these Canadian Products- GMO
PERFECTUNIA Mandarin

CELEBRATION DOUBLE Fuchsia

CELEBRATION DOUBLE Orange Red
CELEBRATION DOUBLE White

CRAZYTUNIA Cherry Cheesecake
CRAZYTUNIA Firecracker

CRAZYTUNIA Citrus Twist

